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Editors’ Note
“You will either step forward into growth or you will step back into safety.” 

Abraham Maslow, Psychologist

When we were searching for a magazine just for nannies, there wasn’t one. Why, we wondered. 
Why are there magazines for people who like tattoos or cats? Why are there magazines for parents 
and teachers, but none for nannies? Not fair, we thought, so we joined forces and decided to start 
one of our own. People told us not to waste our time, that print is dead, that it’s too much work or 
too much money, and that we should just forget the idea of ever moving forward with our goal.

But we didn’t listen. No. Emails from nannies around the country made it clear that there was a 
need and a demand for this magazine. That’s what kept us going, sitting in on hours-long weekly 
editorial calls after long days at work, commuting, on top of work calendars and social schedules. 
On top of Whitney’s wedding. On top of everything else. That’s what kept us pushing to constantly 
gather the best articles from fabulous writers around the country, authors who know what nannies 
care about. Your encouragement, enthusiasm, and support kept us moving forward through the 
uncertain times of our Kickstarter campaign, through the timid irst phone call to solicit an interview 
with the authors of “The Nanny Diaries”, through hateful comments posted about us on forums. 
We have all wanted Nanny Magazine to become a reality, and here it is. In your hands (or on your 
screen), you are holding the result of over a year’s worth of hard work and ambition put into action.

This irst issue does not come to you without a fair share of gratitude on behalf of its founders. We 
would like to take the time to thank all of our supporters along the way. First and foremost, a huge 
thank you goes out to all of our Kickstarter Backers. Without you, this dream would have stayed 
just that – a dream. You gave us the gas to make this a reality. In the like, we’d also like to thank 
all those that provided emotional support along the way – Gary and Greg, you both supported us 
in a way we never could have imagined, nurturing a passing idea and growing it into a passion 
too strong to stop even if you wanted to!  The same goes with all of our friends and family along 
the way. And of course, we wouldn’t be where we are today without the support of our own Nanny 
Magazine team: Jaynie and Chelle, we are indebted to you both. And inally, thank you to our street 
teams for spreading the news like wildire. It is because of you that this magazine is in the hands of 
nannies nationwide.

We can’t be more elated about this January issue and to see it kick off in such a big way! The inter-
view with the authors of The Nanny Diaries, the Ask a Nanny column with Stephanie Felzenberg, 
and our hot date night ideas have to be some of our favorites in the upcoming pages. And this is 
only the tip of the iceberg - we have a full docket of fantastic articles and big surprises for the rest of 
the year, so stay tuned.!

From the seed of a dream to a reality, we, the Editors of NM, promise you that we will continue to 
grow this publication even when stepping back into safety may be easier. It is our hope to further 
foster the nannying community, legitimize your profession, and entertain and encourage you, our 
readers, our lifeblood, our friends. Thank you for reading and enjoy the very irst ever issue of Nan-
ny Magazine!
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Winter Must Haves for 

You and Your Charges

By Nicole Clark

SmartWool Kneehigh Socks

As my charges get older, they 
have more of an opinion about 
everything! This includes their 
choice in attire. Sometimes, 
what they want isn’t so prac-
tical, but if I can make it work, 
I do my best. My charge is 
loving dresses and skirts right 
now, and with the cold weather, 
sometimes it’s hard to let her 
wear them. My go-to solution? 
Long wool socks. She gets 
to wear her dress and I get to 
make sure she’s still warm. 
Meltdown avoided for both of 
us. Smartwool socks come in 
fun colors and patterns and 
they go all the way up past the 
knees.

California Baby Sunscreen Stick

It may be 35 degrees out, but the sun is still shining! Your 
charges’ faces need to be protected from the sun even when 
it’s not summer. In fact, it’s potentially worse in the winter when 
harmful rays relect off the ice and snow, causing even more 
exposure. I always use mineral-based sunscreens because it 
has zinc oxide, which stays on top of the skin, creating a physical 
barrier against UV damage. We use California Baby. It’s easy to 
ind in most stores. And because we mainly use it for the face, the 
stick version is easy to apply and easy to carry.

Any Hat with Two Strings

There is nothing worse than losing an article 
of clothing that is so important to your charge’s 
comfort in the cold. Hats are something we tend 
to lose because they come off at the park or 
they get dropped because it’s being carried (in 
the case when it takes some convincing to get 
my charge to wear it). Two-stringed hats elim-
inate these threats. It’s easy for my charge to 
pull down on the strings so it stays on and in the 
instance that I am holding it, I tie it onto the strap 
of my purse. No longer do I need to fear coming 
home with one less thing!

Kiehl’s Lotion

This is one for my charges 
and myself! The cold is harsh 
on the skin and can make you 
feel itchy, and do I even need 
to mention how unsightly the 
lizard skin look is for us adults? 
I especially love Kiehl’s. Their 
cherry lotion is light in both feel 
and scent, but keeps your skin 
super hydrated, even when the 
weather outside is frightful. 

Crewcuts Jacket with Removable Sleeves (not pictured)

Sometimes my charges get cold, then hot, then cold again. And the 
older they get, the bigger their jackets get! My charge has a jacket 
from Crewcuts; the sleeves can zip on and off, becoming a puffy 
vest. I love this option because when we are inside (or only outside 
for as long as it takes us to grab a cab), I put him in the vest, throw 
the sleeves in my purse in case he gets very chilly, and everyone is 
good to go! Not to mention, the vest can it long after they outgrow 
the sleeves. He’s warm, I still have two hands free. Perfect!
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Contigo Travel Mugs

These mugs are a winter must-
have for both a nanny as well 
as the charges. Contigo has 
saved us so many times! I i ll it 
with coffee for me or hot cocoa 
for my charges. It keeps things 
hot (or cold) for hours. And the 
auto-seal cap makes it safe 
to throw into my purse with no 
worries of i nding the extra pair 
of underwear I always carry 
covered in hot cocoa. Now that 
would be a disaster.

Snow Boots

Not rain boots! Yes, rain boots 
are cute, but getting in and out 
of cars and taxis, I can’t count 
how many times they have fall-
en off of my charges (and when 
they do, they always seem to 
fall into the biggest, dirtiest 
puddle in the city). Snow boots 
tie tight, are much warmer, and 
don’t fall off. Practicality trumps 
all in this category!

Buying Guide  

Smartwool: www.smartwool.com

Contigo: www.gocontigo.com

California Baby: www.californiababy.com

Kiehl’s: www.kiehls.com

Snow Boots: www.zappos.com

J. Crew: www.jcrew.com

Day to 
Night 

Fashion
By Sarah Long, photography 

by Kyle Conroy.

Nanny Style
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by-day and dazzling-beau-
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A Do-It-

Yourself 

Winter for 

All Ages
By Kelly Erin Knowlton.

photography by amanda dunyak.

You’re trapped indoors on another snowy day looking for 
something to do. The kids are feeling cooped up. You’re 
going stir crazy because you’ve exhausted your list of go-
to activities. You need something new, something exciting. 
Feeling crafty? Looking for some simple ideas for winter 
DIY fun that require very little planning? Of course you 
are!

Winter Sensory Box
Looking for a way to stay inside and still 

play with snow? Or maybe you live in a part 
of the country that does not have snow?                

Make your own! 

Materials

Instant snow (available on Amazon)

Marbles or gems

Toy penguins or other arctic animals

Follow the directions to create the instant snow, a product made from the same material as the 
inside of disposable diapers, and place it in a bucket. Then just add the different marbles or gems, 
arctic creatures, and your charge’s imagination. This activity not only provides a great textural ex-
perience, but it also allows you to teach about arctic animals and encourage role playing. Please be 
very cautious with the little guys; instant snow is not to be ingested.

Borax Snowflakes
The perfect science experiment for older 
children who may be on school vacation. 

Materials

Pipe cleaners (white is best)

Borax (in the laundry aisle)  

Pint-sized jar 

Boiling water

Food coloring (optional)

Using the pipe cleaners, have your charges create the shape of their snowl ake. Once they have 
created the design they need, use a string to tie the snowl ake to a pencil, allowing the snowl ake to 
hang in the borax solution. While they are working on that, mix 1 cup of boiling water with 3 table-
spoons of borax in your pint-sized jar. You can tint the mixture with food coloring if you would like, 
or just leave it the way it is (yet another fun experiment). Hang the snowl ake freely in the jar over 
night, and then check out how the crystals have grown the next morning! 

Canvas Art
Looking to make a fantastic 

Valentine’s gift for your Mom-
Boss or DadBoss? Here is a 
very simple and fun project 

to do. 

Materials

Blank canvas

Painter’s tape

Finger paint of choice

Art smock

Back-up clothes

Sheet of newspaper to cover 
the surface

Using the painter’s tape, write out the word “LOVE” on the canvas and have your charge i nger paint 
the entire canvas. Once the paint is dry, remove the painter’s tape and you have a beautiful work of 
art to give as a Valentine. 
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My Boss Hit on 

Me
One Nanny’s Story and Tips for How to Deal with 

Sexual Harassment in the Workplace

*Author’s name has been withheld.

My Story

Shortly after becoming em-
ployed as a irst-time nanny, 
I also had my irst encounter 
with what it’s like to be pursued 
romantically by my DadBoss. 
I have always taken my time 
to make myself presentable 
for work, but after DadBoss 
made it very clear that he found 
me “aesthetically pleasing”, I 
tried not to draw attention to 
my looks. Even then the inap-
propriate comments from my 
employer did not stop. Soon 
enough he decided to break the 
physical barrier with me. When 
I would sit down with the kids to 
help them with their homework, 
he would come up behind me 
and rub my shoulders. When-
ever this happened, I quickly 
jumped up from my seat and 
offered the kids a snack just to 

have some excuse to get away 
from him, hoping he could take 
a hint.

But this DadBoss wasn’t one 
to take a hint. After awhile, he 
started spending more time 
at home, lingering wherever 
I happened to be. He even 
offered for me to stay late after 
work one night so we could 
watch a movie together. On a 
few occasions, my MomBoss 
had to take business trips and 
would be gone for a few days. 
DadBoss took this as his cue 
to ask me to spend the night. I 
declined his requests politely, 
not just because I knew that he 
was perfectly capable of han-
dling his children on his own, 
but because I felt utterly un-
comfortable. He was crossing 
a line of professionalism and 
making me feel very ill at ease. 
I may have been new at nan-

nying, but if I knew one thing it 
was that this man was acting 
inappropriately toward me.

Though I knew that DadBoss’s 
behavior was wrong, I wasn’t 
sure what the right thing was 
for me to do. Was I supposed 
to alert his wife about his at-
tempts at inidelity? Defend 
myself against his unwanted 
advances? Should I quit? What 
about the children? What about 
my reference?

After all of this weighing on my 
shoulders, I decided the best 
course of action for me was 
to give my notice. I absolutely 
did not feel comfortable in the 
workplace with this man con-
stantly trying to touch me, com-
pliment me, and get me to stay 
overnight. For my own safety 
and peace of mind, my best 
bet was to move on to another 
position.

Keep a Log

If you are being sexu-
ally harassed at work, 
log every unwanted 
sexual advance in a 
notebook. Add the 
date, time, and de-
scription of what hap-
pened. Be as detailed 
as possible. You’ll want 
to have something to 
back up your accu-
sations if your job is 
at risk or if DadBoss 
claims that you are 
being untruthful. If you 
write these instances 
down immediately, the 
events will be fresh 
in your mind as you 
write them so you don’t 
forget pertinent details. 
Your story will always 
be accurate because 
you have notes from 
the day of the incidents 
to refer to if anyone 
questions you.

Talk to DadBoss

If you feel safe doing 
so, have a serious 
conversation with Dad-
Boss. Let him know 
that you are a profes-
sional and would like 
to keep your relation-
ship strictly business. 
Tell him that his pass-
es toward you make 
you uncomfortable 
while you are trying to 
do your job. 

Contact Your Agency

If you are employed 
through an agency, 
tell them about your 
concerns and they will 
help you to ind prop-
er placement. They 
may also take care of 
addressing the issues 
with the family, if that 
is what makes you feel 
more comfortable. 

Look for a New Job

It’s possible that your 
DadBoss won’t stop 
making you feel un-
comfortable, even if 
you confront him about 
his behavior. If you are 
certain that the sexual 
harassment will con-
tinue or that you would 

feel awkward working 
in his house even if 
he quits his act, you’re 
better off inding a new 
job with a family that 
will respect you as a 
professional nanny. If 
you are not represent-
ed by an agency, now 
is a good time to look 
into using one.

File a Report

If DadBoss continues 
to contact you for any 
reason after you have 
left your position, be 
aware. Consider iling 
a police report and 
obtaining a restraining 
order, especially if he 
is threatening you for 
any reason or stalking 
you.

Do You Tell 

momBoss?

One thing that may be 
wracking your mind is 
whether or not to in-
form MomBoss of her 
husband’s harassment. 
In this type of situation, 
you may ind yourself 
stuck between a rock 
and a hard place. It 
may give you peace of 
mind to tell her what 
has been going on so 
she can address the 
issues with her hus-
band. Bear in mind that 
telling MomBoss may 
jeopardize your job 
and you may be ac-
cused lying or being in-
volved with something 
that can tear the family 
apart. If you decide to 
stay with this family, 
you could vaguely let 
MomBoss know that 
you are comfortable 
with her setting up a 
nanny camera to be 
able to visually see 
what her children are 
up to throughout the 
day. In doing this, 
DadBoss may back off, 
knowing that he is on 
camera. Alternatively, 
if he doesn’t know, she 
could catch him in the 
act. Be forewarned: 
if he gets caught on 
camera he could also 
turn it around and 
accuse you of framing 

“You’re better 

off finding a 

new job with 

a family that 

will respect 

you”

how to handle sexual harassment at work
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him. Do not fret if you decide to let MomBoss 
have a blind eye on this; chances are she will 
ind out on her own anyway. 

Don’t Be Discouraged

Because this happened to me in my irst nanny 
position, I almost gave up on living my dream of 
being a nanny. There are plenty of nanny jobs 
out there in which you will be treated as a pro-
fessional. It is important to leave a position that 
makes you feel uncomfortable before sexual 
harassment turns into sexual assault. Don’t be 
afraid to protect yourself if you feel the need by 
getting a restraining order on the offender. 

Harassers Come in All Shapes and Sizes

Just because the sexual harassment I experi-
enced came from my DadBoss doesn’t mean 

only males are responsible for sexual harass-
ment. If anyone in the home, whether an em-
ployer, vendor, or other person, makes any 
comment about your sexual orientation, requests 
for sexual favors, or even just a lewd comment 
about your looks or body can be considered sex-
ual harassment and should not be taken lightly. 
Sexual harassment is a real concern. Don’t be a 
victim.

“Sexual harassment 

is a real concern. 

Don’t be a victim.”

“I wanted to be a nanny since I irst saw ‘The Sound of 
Music’ when I was seven years old,” says Spotlight winner 
Jinafer Marie Sharp. That’s a pretty solid dedication to a 
career choice for someone so young! Jinafer was born in 
Santa Ana, California in 1958. She grew up in Newport 
Beach and later enrolled in early childhood education 
courses at Orange Coast College, where she worked in the 
childcare center on campus.

Throughout her career, Jinafer has worked as a nanny, 
preschool teacher, mother’s helper, and babysitter. She ob-
tained her nanny certiication in 1986 and has experience 
caring for multiples and pets – from dogs to horses – while 
still maintaining her sanity.

Nanny Spotlight 

Jinafer Marie Sharp

Sponsored by:

As this issue’s Nanny Spotlight winner, Jinafer will receive a one-year elite caregiver 

membership to UrbanSitter.com, furnished by UrbanSitter. You can apply to win big 

for the next issue!

Jinafer’s favorite song to sing to kids is her own remix of “Hush Little Baby, Don’t Say a Word”, but 
she replaces the word “Daddy” with “Nanny”. She collects Disney pins and her favorite Hollywood 
nanny is Maria von Trapp from “The Sound of Music”.

Jinafer became a nanny in 1986, the same year that she became a certiied nanny. Since then she 
has worked for three families, and remains in contact with former charges who are now adults. In 
addition to her long career as a professional nanny, Jinafer’s babysitting experience goes all the 
way back to when she was 11 years old!

In her spare time, Jinafer enjoys digital storybooking and attending church activities. Her number 
one pet peeve is smokers, and the person she has looked up to the most in life has been her moth-
er.

To all young nannies, Jinafer has three words of advice: “Be true to who you are, and it’s essential 
that you love taking care of children.”

Jinafer is deinitely a nanny worth recognizing.
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 Tuna and Sweet Potato                  

   Patties with Lemon 

                 Yogurt
                            By Jamila khokhar (Pip and Little Blue).

Feeding ish to children can be a tricky (and tearful!) affair, but with all its health beneits it’s really 
important to have a few dishes up your sleeve that will go down without complaint. This dish is the 
perfect supper. It’s easy and healthy, and you can even get your charges involved in the prepara-
tion. Best of all, the ish is cleverly disguised in burger form, so it’s sure to be gobbled up!

These delicious ish cakes and the accompanying lemon yogurt also combine a number of 
heart-friendly ingredients: sweet potatoes, tuna, spinach, and garlic. Using low-fat yogurt and olive 
oil also helps to keep this recipe really healthy and fresh. Tasty and good for your heart: what’s not 
to love?

1/2 pound sweet      
potatoes

13 ounces tuna in 
brine (10 ounces 
drained weight), 
drained and laked

1/2 cup sliced spring 
onions

2 cloves garlic, 
crushed

1 cup low-fat plain 
yogurt

1/2 cup fresh shredded 
spinach

Rind and juice of half a 
lemon

instructions

Peel and cut the potatoes into roughly 1-inch cubes. In a pot of boiling water, boil until just cooked 
through. 

Drain and allow to cool for a few minutes, allowing as much steam to escape as possible so that the 
potatoes can dry out. Mash roughly. 

In a large bowl, mix together the tuna, spring onions, garlic, 2 eggs, rind and juice of half a lemon, 
salt, and pepper. Add the potatoes and mix well.

Form into 8 patties with your hands (it is pretty fun for the kids to get involved here!) and chill in the 
fridge to irm up for an hour or two. Tip: If you prefer to prepare in advance, these will keep un-
cooked in the fridge for a day or two.

To make the lemon yogurt, mix all the ingredients (except the chives) together in a small serving 
bowl. Top the mixture with the chives and chill until needed.

To cook the patties, heat the oil in a large frying pan on a medium heat. Brush the patties with egg 
on both sides and fry on each side for about 5 minutes or until hot in the middle and crispy on the 
outside. 

Serve hot with the chilled lemon yogurt on the side.

2 eggs, lightly whisked

Rind and juice of half a 
lemon

A pinch of salt and 
black pepper

1 egg, lightly whisked

3 tablespoons olive oil

1/2 cup diced           
cucumber

A pinch of salt and 
black pepper

1 teaspoon chopped 
chives to decorate

ingredients for the patties

ingredients for the lemon yogurt
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Mommy Musings
A real MomBoss weighs in on all 

things nanny

Shot Down: When 

Your Child Chooses 

Nanny over Mommy

by farrah haidar

photography by amanda pfeiffer

Every MomBoss has an unspo-
ken fear that her children will 
hate her because she is out of 
the house. Even when we are 
sure that our kids are cared 
for by the best (that’s you, 
dear nanny), there’s always 
this mommy guilt. “Do I spend 
enough time with them? What 
do I miss out on when I am 
gone? Should I work less? Give 
more?” We tend to hide these 
feelings quite well or, at least, 
deal with them. However, there 
is always that feeling that you 
are missing out on your child’s 
life, no matter how present you 
are when you are with them. 
Many of us secretly fear that 
because we aren’t with our 
children all day, every day, they 
will begin to prefer their nanny’s 
love to our own. And then there 
are the words that bring all of 
our insecurities rocketing to the 
surface.

“I don’t want Mommy!” screech-
es your child as he clings to his 
nanny. Somehow, all those nig-
gling questions get answered 
during this scenario. “I don’t 
spend enough time with them. I 
should work less. I am missing 
out.” Translation: I am losing 
my child. It doesn’t matter if this 
is Mom’s irst or tenth child or 

how great of a caregiver you 
are; it feels like a punch to the 
gut every time your own child 
chooses their nanny over you.

The irst time this happened to 
me I had a wonderful nanny. 
Let’s call her Michelle. Michelle 
was great. She loved my kids 
and I trusted her completely. 
While it’s not your job as the 
nanny to play therapist to Mom-
Boss, a few kind words can go 
a long way. I would like to share 
with you how Michelle turned 
that awkward moment around.

First, don’t treat the child’s 
behavior like it’s a big deal. 
The more awkward you seem 
about it, the more it feels like 
you agree with that voice in-
side of our head that is already 
screaming at us that our babies 
don’t love us as much as they 
love you. Just treat it like you 
would any other phase. Mi-
chelle played my child’s hurtful 
comment off with a shrug. It 
made me feel like we were on 
the same team.

Second, reassure us that our 
kids are thinking about us even 
when we’re not home. Tell us 
how many times our kids ask 
about us while we’re gone. Tell 
us the stories that come gush-

ing out of them. Tell us how 
they pointed to our picture. Just 
pick something to remind us 
that the little one really does 
miss us when we are gone. 
Don’t get me wrong; we don’t 
want them to be miserable 
when we’re not near, but we 
need to know that we still mat-
ter in their lives. Michelle? She 
laughed and said, “Weren’t you 
asking about Mommy all morn-
ing?”

Third, hug your charge and tell 
them irmly, “It’s time to go to 
Mommy now.” This reassures 
us that the hierarchy of our 
relationship is intact. When 
Michelle did this, my daughter 
resisted, but Michelle gave her 
a kiss, hugged her, and said, 
“It is time. I will see you tomor-
row.” Then, she handed my kid 
back over to me.

Taking my daughter, I was still 
a bit stung.  That part is inevita-
ble. But I felt Michelle was irm-
ly on my side and that this was 
just a phase. She had both my 
respect and appreciation, which 
made our working relationship 
go smoothly. We hire great 
nannies because we want our 
children to love them and learn 
from them. And, in the end, isn’t 
that what we all want?
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What’s More 

Revealing Than 

Reading Someone’s 

Diary?

Before it was a movie starring 
Scarlett Johansson, The Nanny 

Diaries was a best-selling novel 
by coauthors Nicola Kraus and 
Emma McLaughlin. The book 
was an eye opener for nan-
nies, their employers, and other 
readers around the world, and 
has been translated into multi-
ple languages since its publica-
tion in 2002. Though the book 
was published over 12 years 
ago, its impact still resonates 
within and empowers the nanny 
community today, and remains 
its authors most well-known 
piece of work.

In August 2013, the authors 
met at Le Pain Quotidien on 
Bleecker Street in New York 
City to discuss their writing, 
their inspiration, and all things 
nanny related, especially their 
debut novel and its 2009 se-
quel, Nanny Returns, plus the 
launch of their newest collab-
oration, The First Affair, for 
which they went on a publicity 

tour. It is clear from the irst 
hello that the coauthors are 
personable, down to earth, and 
usually smiling. 

In The Nanny Diaries, a sarcas-
tically funny but also frustrat-
ingly sad novel, main character 
Nanny gets a job caring for 
Grayson, the sweet but some-
what challenging little boy of 
increasingly nightmarish Mrs. 
X and her philandering, emo-
tionally distant husband. The 
couple live in the upscale Man-
hattan neighborhood known 
as the Upper East Side in an 
apartment bigger than some 
houses, where appearances 
are far more important than fa-
milial relationships. Meanwhile, 
college student Nanny is barely 
able to afford her small apart-
ment and struggles to maintain 
any sort of relationship with 
friends and family as the job 
takes over her life, a situation 
that many American nannies 
can certainly relate to. The nov-

el ends when Nanny’s job with 
the X family ends. The sequel 
picks up 12 years later when 
teenage Grayson X shows up 
quite unexpectedly at Nanny’s 
door.

Sticking Together in the 

Upper West Side

Kraus and McLaughlin met 
while they were undergrad 
students at New York University 
in a class called “Gender and 
Performance”. Says Kraus with 
a chuckle, “Neither of us could 
make heads or tails of what 
that means.” She continues. “I 
kept trying to get up the nerve 
to talk to Emma, but didn’t. 
Then we ran into each other off 
campus and realized we were 
both uptown because we both 
nannied up there. It was un-
usual to ind nannies who were 
students at NYU back then.”

Nanny Magazine’s exclusive interview with Emma mclaugh-

lin and nicola kraus, authors of the nanny diaries

by nicole panteleakos

photography by Karley Nelson Foreman a
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The two became fast friends. “We moved in 
together a few days later and I introduced her 
to her husband a few weeks after that,” Kraus 
says. It was not long before Kraus and Mc-
Laughlin became inspired to write their debut 
novel. Explains Kraus, “In the late 90s there was 
an article in The New York Times about how 
the newly rich were having trouble inding good 
help.”

“The voice of the help was never represented in 
the article,” adds McLaughlin. “We never found 
out if it was because the help didn’t feel comfort-
able talking or if the article didn’t care about their 
position, but we felt like there needed to be a 
response. We were nannying in the ‘gold coast’ 
of Manhattan, the East 60s, before helicopter 
parenting was fashionable, and we observed the 
same dynamics over and over. Frequently many 
of the mothers we worked for didn’t work and 
they also didn’t stay home…”

Speaking out on Behalf of “The Help”

As Kraus and McLaughlin describe, their nanny-

ing days were during a time when the hiring and 

iring of one’s “help” was so common it was al-
most a sport or hobby that left many nannies out 

of work suddenly and unfairly. “The majority of 

women we worked alongside were not citizens. 

They were undocumented. Many had children 

of their own and were sending money back to 

them,” McLaughlin said. “We felt a responsibility 

to speak out. We chose the perspective of an 

American college student to make it as funny 

as it could be, but many of the women actually 

had heartbreaking stories. We told it in our voice 

with ‘a spoon full of sugar’, to quote our favorite 
nanny.”

While it’s impossible to know why Mary Poppins 

got into the ield of childcare, Kraus and Mc-

Laughlin are on the same page 

when it comes to the reasons 

they did. “I hate sitting down,” 

says Kraus, who started as a 

student at Brown while study-

ing early childhood education. 

Nannying “is a job where you, 

ideally, laugh all day. And we 

both get a huge kick out of kids. 

I loved not knowing where the 

day was going to take us. I saw 

it as a way to reinforce what I 

was learning.”

“All the reasons Nicki said are 

true for me as well,” agrees 

McLaughlin, adding that most 

of her experience to that point 

would have fallen under the 

header of childcare. 

they are not alone in their daily 
struggles to balance school and 
work. Just as the novel’s pro-
tagonist Nanny watches as her 
job increasingly takes over her 
life, the authors remember that 
nannying was not ideal when 
it came to itting in academics 
and a social life. As every nan-
ny knows, working with kids, 
though rewarding, can also be 
emotionally and mentally drain-
ing, not to mention physically 
exhausting. One dificulty in 
particular? For Kraus, it was a 
challenge “working with women 
who didn’t understand that 3:00 
meant 3:00 and Tuesday meant 
Tuesday,” which is certainly a 
huge issue for Nanny, who at 

one point, unexpectedly ends up caring for a 
very sick Grayson X overnight when neither of 
his parents return home. 

Also like Nanny, Kraus found jobs by perusing 
a parents league bulletin board in the Upper 
East Side. McLaughlin, on the other hand, had 
one-time success thanks to the New York Times’ 
help wanted section. But times have changed 
and now, as parents, they have far more luck 
inding childcare online, agreeing that Sittercity 
has been “great” for them.

The Internet and Isolation

Nannies know that working alone with chil-
dren all day can create a feeling of loneliness. 
Nobody really understands what it’s like to be 
a nanny except for other nannies. “I think the 
Internet has changed things tremendously,” says 
McLaughlin, who thinks that online forums have 
gone a long way in terms of helping caregivers 
develop a stronger sense of a nanny communi-
ty. She goes on to say, had that been the case 
ifteen years ago, “I could’ve posted ‘this is what 
happened to me!’ and have ten other nannies be 
like, ‘this is what happened to me, too!’” which 

When it comes to why Mc-
Laughlin and Kraus left their 
jobs and when they started 
writing Nanny’s story, Mc-
Laughlin says “I think there’s a 
misconception that we kept a 
diary while we were working.” 
The book was actually devel-
oped about ive years after 
their positions had ended. As 
for the reason she left the ield, 
Kraus answers, “Cumulative 
heartbreak. I just couldn’t do it 
anymore.”

A Balancing Act

Current nannies attending 
college should be aware that 
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could have been hugely important considering 
the isolation many nannies face. In most other 
jobs, an employee has coworkers and lunch 
breaks to help them get through the day, but as 
a nanny the hours are long and often the inter-
actions with other adults are limited. The authors 
agree that Facebook groups and other online 
forums are an excellent way for nannies across 
the world to meet, relate, and bond.

Though Kraus, who lives in Cobble Hill, Brook-
lyn, and McLaughlin, who lives in the Upper 
West Side, are now mothers themselves, they 
admit that working as nannies didn’t exactly get 
their biological clocks ticking faster, especially 
as they interacted with mothers who were “sort 
of in denial” of just how big and important a job 
parenting is. Says Kraus, “I gave myself a ten-
year clock; I think we knew too much. From the 
moment you have a baby, it’s like you’re on an 
escalator. For a lot of our friends who never 
worked with children and got pregnant, it was a 
shock for them.”

McLaughlin nods 

in agreement. “I left 

nannying and was like 

‘it’s going to be a long 
time.’ One burden as 

a nanny is a further 

understanding of the 

chaos that becoming a 

parent is. Most of the 

young women, nan-

nies, I meet have no 

interest in having kids. 

That’s their choice.”

Nanny to MomBoss

McLaughlin is now 

on the other side 

of the employment 

fence. Having been a 

nanny, she is now a 

MomBoss, and lends 

her perspective on 
how others perceive 
families who employ 
nannies in the city. “I 
have a nanny. I live in 
Manhattan and there’s 
a dearth of daycare. 
There’s this miscon-
ception that so many 
nannies are employed 
as a status thing, but in 
reality, there are so few 
daycare centers here.”

“In my neighborhood 
there are more day-
care centers,” says 
Kraus, thus she does 
not employ a nanny 
herself.

Though The Nanny 

Diaries was their de-
but, the two have now 

paired up to write more 

than half a dozen suc-

cessful novels featur-

ing fun and fascinating 

female protagonists 

ranging in age from 

late teens to middle 

adulthood. The authors 

agree that one of the 

best parts of being an 

author is hearing from 

fans whose lives have 

been affected by what 

they’ve read. Says 

Kraus, the readers’ 

stories that stand out 

the most are “the ones 

that make us cry. It 

means so much for us 

to hear from women 

who do the work.”

Changing Lives

“Nannies are who 
we wrote it for,” says 
McLaughlin. “We wrote 
it to open eyes and 
get a dialogue going.” 
She recalls her favorite 
story from a fan. “The 
best was in San Fran-
cisco right after The 

Nanny Diaries came 
out. A reader had a 
two year old wrapped 
around her and she 
said, ‘I take so much 
pride in my job and 
you’ve given me a way 
to say this is what I do!’ 
and that’s as good as 
it gets. Nannies make 
the world go round. If I 
had a bumper sticker, 

that’s what it would say! Un-
less you’ve done it, it’s so hard 
to appreciate the enormity of 
being in someone’s home and 
making it seem like the most 
natural thing in the world. As 
the employer of a nanny, and a 
former nanny, I appreciate what 
it is for my nanny to make me 
feel welcome in my own home. 
The women who are able to do 
that should take tremendous 
pride in it.”

A “Real Job”

As Kraus, McLaughlin, and 
Nanny understand, one of 
the most frustrating aspects 
of working in home childcare 
is that one question, the one 
that comes up way too often, 
the one that no nanny likes 
to hear or answer: “When are 
you going to get a real job?” 
Another of many misconcep-

tions regarding nannying is that 
those who do the job got into 
the ield for a variety of reasons 
that have nothing to do with 
wanting to work as nannies. In 
transition between other jobs, 
while going to school, because 
there’s nothing better, because 
they’re undereducated, be-
cause they’re undocumented: 
there are a million answers that 
people expect, even though 
none are usually correct.

“My parents were very frus-
trated that I was nannying. 
They thought I should be doing 
something more productive 
with my time,” says Kraus. “But 
I had an innate sense that this 
was what I was supposed to be 
doing. Culturally, I think we’ve 
come so far that people respect 
nannies more now.”

“Historically,” says McLaughlin, 
“time spent with children, even 
parenting, is not something 

that gets a lot of respect, and 
nannies suffer from that. They 
deinitely don’t get the respect 
that they should. To the outside 
world, creating a career track 
when there are so many vari-
ables is very challenging, which 
is all the more reason nannies 
should get respect. You’re 
building a career out of thin air.”

“And in one way or another 
you keep losing your job!” adds 
Kraus. “As the kids age, they 
don’t need you the same way. 
There’s no job security.”

McLaughlin picks up Kraus’s 
thought and continues, “Even 
with the best family, the child 
eventually grows. But it is a real 
job. Those hours spent with 
kids, that’s some of the most 
valuable and important work 
there is to do. I know that the 
time my nanny spends with my 
child, I’m purposely looking for 
who they are, their humor, their 
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take on the world, what interests them. I’m look-
ing for that person to bring themselves into my 
child’s life, and the fact that someone’s willing 
to share that with us makes a lot of other work 
seem pretty silly.”

Though the book is based on their real experi-
ences as nannies, they are clear both in person 
and in the book itself that the characters are not 
based on any speciic people, but rather are 
composites. That said, not every family they 
worked with were wonderful. “Only the fami-
lies we were close with knew we were writing 
the book. They were very excited for us,” says 
Kraus, though they never hear from those with 
whom they did not have “as great relation-
ships.”

On the Nightmare MomBoss

In The Nanny Diaries, Mrs. X is the sort of wom-
an who could dissolve even the most easygoing 
nanny to a puddle of angry tears. She is frustrat-
ing, spoiled, out-of-touch, selish, and oblivious 

to the pain her actions cause her sweet little 
boy. When asked whether they have advice for 
those nannies currently working families like the 
Xs, Kraus says, “I don’t think there’s really any 
changing those people. I think you can start to 
ind a new job, which is sometimes easier said 
than done, but that would be my advice.”

McLaughlin, as a MomBoss, says, “It’s my re-
sponsibility to make an environment where the 
nanny feels comfortable. It she was unhappy, I 
would hope she would reach out to me and say 
‘can I check in with you’ about whatever it is. 
The key is keeping the language as professional 
as possible. It’s about responsibility, hours, pay, 
clarity—even with a boss who tries to make it 
personal, keep it about the job, the issues you 
as an employee have the right to address. If you 
are uncomfortable in the environment, if you 
don’t share a sensibility of how a child should be 
raised, this job is not for you. If you feel com-
fortable, it’s a good learning opportunity to have 
a conversation, but it’s good to role play it with 
a friend as Nanny does in the book and identify 
what the professional issue is. However, if some-

one is abusive, not paying you, 

or inappropriate, you should 

absolutely leave because you 

can’t save a child; I think that’s 

the hardest part for anyone 

working with children, period. 

You will be your best nanny 

when you’re in a work situation 

in which you can thrive. You 

owe it to yourself and the chil-

dren to do your best work.”

Adventures, Conversations, 

and Crayons

And when a nanny is in a good 

situation? The best part of the 

job is clear and universal: the 

kids.

“I love the adventures we had, 

the conversations,” says Kraus. 

“I took care of this two year old 

who loved to reminisce. ‘Re-

member when… last week…?’ 

She loved to sit there like an 

old lady and talk about what 

happened.”

“For sure,” agrees McLaughlin. 
“Those relationships.”

“And when you get to be a 
part of a kid’s life and how a 
kid’s brain is formed and how 
they look at the world, it’s a 
tremendous honor and one we 
don’t take lightly,” says Kraus, 
explaining that they are still in 
touch with some of their favor-
ite former families. “I took care 
of this little boy who liked to 
see the armor at the Metropol-
itan Museum of Art and when 
we’d leave the armor he’d start 
talking about how everything 
belonged to the ‘most special-
ist’ knight. One time we attract-
ed a tour group so enchanted 
by his descriptions of George 
Washington’s desk they fol-
lowed us around.

‘What do you think he kept in 
it?’” Kraus asked the boy.

His answer? “Crayons.”
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Heartwarming 

Roasted Carrot 

Soup with Spinach 

Walnut Pesto

by brandy clabaugh.

As the snow falls, there is nothing better than sitting down and devouring a warm bowl of soup. This 
simple but hearty soup requires only a few ingredients that, with minimal skill, turn into a warm bowl of 
deliciousness in just under an hour. How many times can you say that you have made soup in under 
an hour? 

This soup can be served as a simple winter dinner (perfect with a slice of crusty bread) or even 
packed away in a thermos for a delicious school lunch. The added spinach walnut pesto is an optional 
topping that adds a nice dose of l avor and nutrients. When is that ever a bad thing? 

Ingredients For the soup

1 pound carrots, peeled, tops cut off, and 
halved 

1 medium yellow onion cut into quarters 

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil 

2 cups chicken or vegetable stock

1 teaspoon kosher salt 

1/4 teaspoon fresh cracked black pepper 

ingredients For the pesto

1/4 cup toasted walnuts 

3 cups baby spinach leaves, washed and dried 

1 cup fresh basil leaves, washed and dried

2 cloves garlic, peeled 

Salt and pepper

1/4 cup grated Parmesan cheese

1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil 

Directions:

For soup:

Preheat oven to 350°. 

On a large rimmed baking sheet, add carrots and onion. 

Drizzle with olive oil and roll around to make sure all the 

vegetables are evenly coated. 

Roast for about 45–50 minutes or until the vegetables are 

soft and browned. 

Remove from the oven and add the vegetables to the con-

tainer of a high-powered blender. Add in chicken or vege-

table stock, kosher salt, and black pepper. 

Secure the lid onto the blender and purée the vegetables 

until smooth. Pour into a serving dish. 

Note: Please use caution when puréeing hot soup. If the 

lid is not put on tightly or held down, there will be hot soup 

all over the kitchen. This could result in burns. 

For pesto: 

Clean out of the blender container and 

add in walnuts, spinach, basil, garlic, 

salt, pepper, and Parmesan cheese. 

Pulse the mixture until it is thick and 

chopped. Drizzle olive oil into mix-

ture while the blender is running  and 

blend until the pesto is smooth. 

For assembly:

Add soup to a bowl and serve with a 

tablespoon of pesto on top. 

This is so easy to whip up that you 

can even make it during naptime or 

prepare it after a long day of chasing 

after the little ones.
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 SNOWY 

DAYS

wINTER ACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGES

BY sTEF tOUSIGNANT.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY mACKENZIE kEOUGH and chuck Little.

Don’t let the winter’s cold discourage you from having fun. Whether you’re 
stuck inside on a snowy day or brave enough to head outdoors, we’ve got 

some fun in store for you.

For the Brave Outdoorsy 

Types
1. Freeze pie pans of water overnight, pop the “pucks” out in the 

morning, head out to the slick driveway with a couple of brooms, 
and voila: ice hockey!

2. Set up the Winter Olympics. Have a race to build 4 snow angels, 
shovel 3 feet of a snowy walkway, and make a 4-foot-tall snowman. 
Grand prize: extra marshmallow medals in their hot cocoa.

3. Conduct a science experiment. Color a bottle of soda water with 
food coloring, shake, and leave it out overnight in the snow to see 
what happens. (Hint: the water will freeze and expand overnight, 
forcing the bottle to split open magically!)

4. Make bird feeders with empty toilet paper rolls dipped in peanut 
butter and birdseed and see what kind of winter birds come to the 
yard. This is a great way to teach your charges about the migratory 
pattern of birds.

5. While outside, gather a few items from nature, like pinecones and 
evergreen branches. Once inside, ditch the paintbrushes and try a 
natural way to paint!

6. Color the snow. Fill a spray bottle with water and food coloring and 
let your charges squirt away outside on the snow.

7. Make snow candy. Pour a cup of sugar into a pot and add a bit 
of water, heat to melt the sugar, and pour over snow to harden. 
Mmmm!

8. Paint with your charges on tinfoil sheets in house, then press into 
the snow outside.

9. Make frozen string art. Wrap string around any object, add glue and 
water, and set it outside while you go for a walk. When you come 
back later, it will be hardened and frozen into a cool shape.

10. Make snowshoes out of recyclables. Which works better to keep 
your charge’s feet on top of the snow: pizza boxes or paper towel 
rolls?
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11. Make papier mâché snowmen with 
balloons, gauze, and glue. No need to 
freeze your hands off to make Frosty the 
Snowman!

12. Grab a few pieces of blue construction 
paper and some empty water bottles. Dip 
the bottom of the bottles in white paint 
and press onto the paper for an instant 
blizzard!

13. Have a pool party! Wear swimsuits and 
have tropical drinks in the bathroom 
island paradise while lounging at the 
“pool” of blue water (just add a few drops 
of food coloring to the tub).

14. Make your own I Spy book. Find similar 
items from around the house. Group 
the objects together and take close-up 
photos.

15. Have spring in the winter! Kids love to dye 
eggs. Why wait for April?

16. Make a fun blue tape art installation. Pick 
a room like the kitchen where you can 
span the distance from cabinet to cabinet 
with blue tape and have your charges 
add more and more pieces to the l oor 
or other parts of the room. Cut shapes of 

activities for the great indoors

paper and stick those down too.
17. Create a workbench. Use packing foam 

and golf tees and hammer away!
18. Make your own puzzles. Use cardboard 

and scissors and let the kids i t the pieces 
back together again!

19. Create an airport and landing strip with 
blue tape on the l oor. Line the runway 
with toy blocks

20. Create your own party idea book. 
Decorate the dining table for different 
themed parties of your charges’ dreams, 
takes photos, and publish!

21. See if you can i nd 100 of the same thing 
in the house (for instance, 100 push pins, 
chocolate chips, rocks, bottle caps). If you 
can’t, use this as an opportunity to start a 
collection of 100 things and i nd cool way 
to store it.

22. Set up a pretend washing station for doll 
clothes and a clothesline to “dry” them. 
Younger charges will love hanging the 
clothes out to dry with real clothes pins.

23. Make marshmallow architecture using 
toothpicks and jumbo marshmallows. 
As an extra challenge, ask your older 
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24. Read Aloha Dolores by Barbara Samuels to your charges, 
then they can dress up and pose in different vacation spots 
just like the main character does in the book. Print your 
photos as postcards and send to your charges’ friends!

25. Create art from dots. Get a huge piece of paper and 
let loose with the polka dotting using markers or pens. 
Connect the dots for your younger charges so they can 
discover all the fun shapes they can create.

26. Give old worn placemats new life with decoupage glue and 
photos, chalkboard paint, or other materials. Personalize 
each kid’s placemat with their initials.

27. Pour a couple of bags of white rice into a plastic bin. Add 
small winter stuffed animals, sprigs from an evergreen 
tree, shovels, and other winter-themed items like tiny snow 
plows or plastic snowl akes. Finish off with a few drops of 
wintergreen oil or mint mixed in for a homemade winter 
wonderland sensory experience. 

28. Get out the camping gear (tent, sleeping bags, lanterns, 
cots) and let your charges have their nap in the “great 
outdoors” (i.e., their bedroom).

29. Experiment with different smells at bath time. Add vanilla, 
lavender, or mint extracts to the bath water. Try food 
coloring too!

30. Make a 2014 bucket list by asking your charges to come up 
with one thing to do each month. Write their ideas on a wall 
calendar and they’ll have something new to look forward to 
each month.

31. Grow a plant! Make a chart and document what has 
happened to your plant. Record new data each Friday. Ask 
your charge to be in charge of keeping notes and taking 
measurements!
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You Have a Crush on 

WHO?!?

By Erica Christopher, photography by amanda pfeiffer

Dun, dun, dun… It was bound to happen. With four girls in the house, it 
was only a matter of time… Time for a girl’s irst crush.

Not just one girl, but four! Now, I 

am their nanny, so obviously we 

are not talking about budding 

teenagers crushing on the new 

boy in class. These girlies aren’t 

even what the kids are calling 

“tweens”. No sir. The oldest in 

the giggling brood I am referring 

to is seven! My seven-year-old 

charge has a crush!

Okay, I know what you’re think-

ing. Seven-year-olds totally get 

crushes. Agreed. And I think that 

is totally normal, healthy, and 

endearing! But do six, four, and 

two-year-olds? Not in my day!

This might not be cause for 

alarm under normal circum-

stances, such as coming home 

blushing over Johnny-Blonde-

Hair or Freddie-With-The-Skate-

board. But this is an older man. 

The fourth grader who picked up 

the book she dropped maybe? 

No. Perhaps it’s the kind, funny 

swim instructor? Nope. 

Worse.

My charges have a crush on my 

boyfriend!

I knew I had scored a great 

catch, but I never thought I’d be 

competing with four beautiful 

sisters with wit and brains to spare! It isn’t a fair fight! Grant-

ed, their combined ages are less 

than mine. But that’s not the 

point. 

From the day they met him, I 

could tell they were all smitten. 

They spent a total of 8.2 minutes 

with the old chap and they didn’t 

stop talking about him for days 

afterwards. 

The second time they met, I 

might as well have been getting 

my nails done because not one 

of them knew or cared that I was 

still there. He’s tall. I get it. Tall 

is good (caught my eye!). He’s 

funny. I like that too. But he’s not 

exactly a “kid person”. Neverthe-

less, to my kiddo crew, it’s like 

he’s superman. They look at him 

with wonder, laugh at all of his (corny) jokes, and fight over who 
gets to sit in his lap.

Wait a minute… I mean, he’s 

funny but not that funny! He’s 

strong but not that strong. Come 

on girls, get a grip!

By the third meeting, the sec-

ond oldest could not control her 

giggling the entire visit and the 

third in line cried because he 

“talked to my sister more!”

Remember now, I am talking 

about children that are pre-mid-

dle school (heck, preschool in 

some cases!), not your local 

sorority chapter meeting Johnny 

Depp.Then it was all confirmed. 
Last Valentine’s Day, we planned 

to pay my nanny family a quick 

visit. I told my boyfriend and he 

unenthusiastically agreed (he’s 

a childless twenty-something, 

can’t blame him!). When the hol-

iday rolled around, we strolled 

over to the eagerly awaiting 

chickadees. The second the door 

was opened, pounce! Poor guy.

They were talking a zillion and 

one miles a minute telling him 

all about “this funny thing that 

happened” and “look at my 

new dress” and “I see him too, 

Mama!”

Whoa. That was a sight. Intriguing. Interesting. Eye opening.Just when I am ready to save my poor significant other with my 
awesome nanny skills, he pulls out a “surprise” for the girls. 

What? I had no idea! (Kiss up!)

They all listened immediately (and more politely than I had 

seen in three years!). My boyfriend (emphasis added to remind 

you I am not talking about One Direction, here) then proceeded 

to pull out hand-signed Valentines for each girl, complete with 

attention paid to favorite colors and inside jokes. 

Wha-what?? I hadn’t even got my Valentine from him yet!

Impressed yet confused, I focused in on the girls. You could almost see drool forming on that first grader’s lips and the first 
presence of blushing on that little preschooler. It was like one 

of those cartoon where the gushing girls’ eyes turn into throb-

bing hearts. 

I had to admit. It was cute. But what a glimpse into the future! 

Scary!

Then one of my charges declared, “I love you!” 

All four adults in the room’s eyes went wide… Uh oh.

It’s totally adorable and I am not at all jealous. Well, except for 

that one little lady that still keeps that signed Valentine under 

her pillow a year later. That one might be getting a little out of 

hand. At least their first crush is a “good guy” and not a tattooed 
long-haired motorcycle rider. Right? I am sure that’s what DadBoss keeps telling himself. (Good luck with this in ten five 
years, DadBoss!)
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Oatmeal Two 

Ways

Overnight Oatmeal with Chia Seeds

By Brandy Clabaugh.

Mornings can be rushed 
and sometimes making           
breakfast seems like just too 
much work. This simple dish 
can be  prepared the night 
before and then it’s ready to 
eat in the morning. It’s just that 
simple! Packed full of rolled 
oats, chia seeds, berries, and 
nuts, this make-ahead recipe is 
a nutrient-rich way to start your 
and your charges’ day. 

ingredients

2/3 cup rolled oats

1 cup whole milk

2/3 cup vanilla Greek yogurt

2 tablespoons chia seeds

1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

2/3 cup frozen mixed berries

1 banana, sliced

Banana slices and chopped 
toasted walnuts (optional, for 
topping) 

Directions 

Mix all the ingredients in a large bowl and scoop into two mason 
jars. Add a lid and let the mixture set overnight. 

Top with a few extra slices of banana and chopped walnuts in the 
morning and enjoy a stress-free breakfast. 

Yields 2 servings.
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Heart-Healthy Baked Blueberry and Almond Oatmeal

By Jamila Khokhar (pip & little blue).

Even though it feels like you’re indulging and eating cake for breakfast, this baked oatmeal recipe is 
actually packed full of blueberries, rolled oats, soy milk, and almonds, all proven to be good for your 
heart and low in fat to boot! Kids are sure to love this breakfast dish too and it will keep them fueled 
for hours. 

Ingredients

1/2 cup margarine (plus extra for greasing)

2/3 cup soft brown sugar

2 eggs, lightly whisked

2 cups soy milk

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

3 cups rolled oats

Directions

Preheat your oven to 
375º and grease a 9” 
round pan.

In a large bowl, cream 
together the margarine 
and sugar. 

Mix in the eggs, milk, 
and vanilla.

Stir in the oatmeal, 
ground almonds, 
baking powder, cinna-
mon, and salt until all 
ingredients are incor-
porated.

1/2 cup ground almonds

2 teaspoons baking powder

1 teaspoon cinnamon

1 pinch salt

1 1/2 cups fresh blueberries

1/3 cup laked almonds

Arrange 1 cup of blue-
berries on the bottom 
of your baking dish. 
Spoon the oatmeal 
mixture on top, even 
the surface out, and 
scatter the laked al-
monds and remaining 
blueberries on top.

Bake for 40–45 min-
utes or until the cake 
is springy to touch and 
golden on top.

Serve warm with extra 
fruit or soy milk or just 
on its own!

What Is Your 

Love Language?
by chelle cochran and Jaynie fawley.

1. What cheers you up on a bad day?

a. A surprise phone call from your mom say-
ing how proud she is of you. 
b. MomBoss buys you your favorite drink 
from Starbucks. 
c. Your roommate does all the dishes without 
being reminded that it’s her turn!
d. Extra snuggles with your charge at story 
time.

2. Your four-year-old charge has had great 

behavior. How do you reward her? 

a. A day illed with never-ending hugs and 
praise.
b. A special gift, like that new doll she’s been 
eyeing.
c. Help her clean and organize her playroom, 
her least favorite chore.
d. Let her choose all the activities for a nan-
ny-and-me evening.

4. What’s your ideal birthday gift from your 

NannyFamily?

a. A nice card with a note of gratitude.
b. A gift card to your favorite store, fancy cup-
cakes, and an adorable handmade gift from 
your charges.
c. DadBoss offers to take your car in to get 
the new tires he keeps reminding you that 
you need—and he’s going to pay for it!
d. A gift card to a bed and breakfast with in-
structions to spend a long weekend with your 
boyfriend.

3. You were home sick with an awful kid-

borne illness. What would you like to re-

ceive on your irst day back to work?

a. A surprise text from MomBoss offering 
more time off to fully recuperate.
b. A thoughtful card and lowers from the 
kiddos to help brighten your day.
c. A homemade chicken noodle soup that 
MomBoss made just for you.
d. A nice, lazy day of warm snuggles from 
your charges.

5. Congrats, it’s your Nanniversary! How would you like your nanny family 

to recognize your special day? 

a. A photo book that captures all your special nanny moments.
b. A gift card to your favorite fancy restaurant along with a bonus.
c. A “No Housework” week from your bosses, where they promise to keep up 
on dishes and laundry so you don’t have to!
d. A special outing with your charges and your bosses. 
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6. It’s your MomBoss’s birthday and you’ve 

come up with the perfect gift: 

a. A beautiful card with a touching personal 
letter tucked inside.
b. A fancy gift basket of her favorite snacks 
and beauty products.
c. A coupon for free babysitting so she and 
DadBoss can have a date night.
d. A day with just the two of you—lunch, pedi-
cures, and a chick lick!

Mostly A’s: Words of Afirmation

You love to hear how much you are appreciated. Praise from others means a lot to you. You like to 
feel needed, wanted, and special, but not everyone shows their appreciation the same way. Don’t 
get too bummed if your bosses or partner doesn’t “love” you the way you want them to. Focus on 
how they may be showing their appreciation in other ways. 

Mostly B’s: Giving and Receiving Gifts

You feel most appreciated when you are given gifts or thoughtful items selected just for you. 
Focus on really listening whenever your bosses tell you they’re thankful to have you; this memory 
can last longer than a lifetime. 

Mostly C’s: Acts of Service

Easing your burden is the way to your heart. You also show love to your NannyFamily by going 
beyond your job duties. Be careful not to grow resentful if your MomBoss doesn’t notice or appre-
ciate your efforts. Figure out her love language and enjoy the different ways she shows her love!

Mostly D’s: Quality Time

For you, nothing says “I love you” like having someone’s full attention. You show your love by be-
ing fully present without distractions. You may feel jilted if your bosses multitask when you talk to 
them. Don’t be afraid to ask for time at the end of each day to sit down to talk about the day with 
as few distractions as possible.    

What Are Your 

Results?

7. You’ve been thinking about inding a 
new nanny position for the past few weeks. 

What is the inal straw that makes you 
ready to hand in your resignation?

a. Your MomBoss criticized you again on the 
way you do her daughter’s hair. 
b. They know it’s your Nanniversary but 
there’s no gift or recognition.
c. They leave all the dirty dishes and laundry 
after a messy weekend for you again.
d. Your MomBoss expects you to cancel an 
already-planned and paid for trip because 
they can’t ind backup care.
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Show Your 

Sweetie 

Some Love

Date n ight ! 

I get giddy every time I hear those two words. 
Who doesn’t love date night?! I don’t care if you 
have been married 50 years or are on your irst 
date ever. Date night is by far the most antici-
pated night of the week for couples everywhere, 
or at least it should be! If date night doesn’t give 
you the “giddies” then you are in need of some 
silly string and slime. Have you run out of good 
ideas? Do you go to the same place every week 
and feel stuck in a rut? Here are some ideas that 
might help make those boring date nights a thing 
of the past.

by Kellie Knapp.

photographs by Mackenzie Keough.

Pranks

I’m telling you, nothing says 
date night like sneaking around 
together and pulling a prank 
on someone you know. Of 
course the prank itself should 
be safe and legal. Some of my 
best date nights were spent 
laughing hysterically in the car 
after toilet papering a friend’s 
home or leaving a huge inlat-
able SpongeBob on a family 
member’s porch. Look deep 
into your inner junior high child; 
I know you can come up with 
something! 

Dollar Store, Garage 
Sales, Vintage Stores, 
Second-Hand Stores

What do these places have in 
common? Cheap, weird, un-
usual fun. Your mission, should 
you accept it: you each have 
$3 to spend at the dollar store. 
What can you ind to make 
your date night fun and enter-
taining? Trust me, a bottle of 
silly string, a can of slime, and 
a yo-yo can make for a pret-
ty entertaining night. And the 
rest of those stores? Treasure 
hunt for the weirdest outit, the 
ugliest sweater, or the cutest 

hat. Try on your inds and take 
some pictures; you just went 
exploring! (These are all also 
great places to ind props for 
pranking.)

Themes

Do a themed night each week. 
One week is Mexican, another 
Chinese, and another Irish. The 
options are endless; it could be 
your favorite sports team, su-
per hero, cartoon, actor... You 
name it. Rent movies, eat food, 
and dress up following your 
theme for that night.
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Projects

Bucket List
It’s time to grab some paper and write the top 10 things that each of you would like to do before 
you “kick the bucket”. If possible, try to do one or two of those things. If it’s not, i nd an alternative. 
Here is my favorite example. My brother-in-law always loved trains when he was a child, so my 
sister surprised him one day by transforming their apartment into a train station with train tracks all 
over the l oor. Sounds a little corny, I know, but it was also insanely romantic.

Other Ideas

Go to your local card store and read your favorite cards for each other. You don’t have to spend a 
cent! Grab your favorite drink and watch the people around you; you learn a lot about yourself and 
each other doing this. Head to a bookstore and pick out your favorite title and show each other what 
that would be. Go to the humane society and check out the animals together. There is also noth-
ing like watching two monkeys at the zoo going at it to make for a memorable date night. See? So 
many options, and you don’t even need to stop by the ATM for most of them. Date night. Don’t let 
those two words bore you. Get creative, get silly, and try new things together! 

Get ready to have some fun. Trust me. I’ve been going on date nights with the same guy for 18 
years and I’m still giddy!

Dear Crushed and Confused,                                           

                                                                                       
I think it is normal for kids to have crushes and they 
are typically short lived and blow over within a few 
weeks. But you do need to set boundaries and make 
it clear to the child that there is no chance your rela-
tionship will ever become romantic.

It is okay to tell the child that you are glad that he likes 
you and that you like him too, but you work as his 
nanny and are hired to guide and protect him, not be 
his girlfriend.

Keep him busy with sports, afterschool activities, and 
plenty of play dates with other kids his own age so he 
won’t have the time or energy to fantasize about you.

Finally, bring it up to the parents and ask how they 
would like you to handle it. You want to make the 
parents aware of the crush so they know you are a 
professional who doesn’t want to engage in any inap-
propriate behavior.

It will all work out!

Stephanie

Dear Stephanie,

My eight-year-old charge has de-
veloped a crush on me. It has gone 
beyond sweetly drawn pictures to 
the point where I notice him gawk-
ing at me when he thinks I’m not 
looking. I know he’s going through 
puberty and I don’t want to break his 
heart, but this has got to stop. It just 
makes me feel uncomfortable. How 
do I respond appropriately?

Sincerely,

Crushed and Confused 

I can’t tell you how 
many times I’ve folded 
my boss’s underwear 
wondering if this was 
inappropriate. It wasn’t 
the occasional “can 
you fold the wash in 
the dryer”; it was more 
like “we want you to do 
all the family laundry”. 
Undies and all. At i rst, 
it was no biggie. The 
occasional panties 
were okay, but when it 
started getting down to 
Mom’s racy thongs and 
Dad’s tighty whities, I 
just couldn’t get past 
the fact that this was 
part of my job. Or was 

it? I often wondered 
if this was standard 
in the nanny industry 
or if I just needed to 
suck it up and take 
one for the team. After 
all, I loved this family. 
I was seriously in love 
with the kids. I thought 
about compromise and 
all the times they’ve 
gone out of their way 
to do things for me: 
the hugs, the thanks, 
the random gift cards 
to Anthro. I decided 
it was time to pull up 
my big girl undies and 
carry on. 

My Boss’s     
Underwear

by Sarah Dav i s ,  Ol i v e . You . Nanny Agency

photography by gregory branson

To fold or not to fold. Isn’t that the question? 

Olive Says

Ask a 
Nanny

by stephanie felzenberg of be the best 

nanny newsletter.
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What is love? It’s probably 
one of the most dificult things 
to deine. Can it be seen, felt, 
bought, lost?

There are many schools of 
thought on the topic of nannies 
and their charges expressing 
love for one another. Some are 
all for it, believing that all chil-
dren need to be told they are 
loved by their caregivers. Some 
are against it, feeling that a 
nanny telling a charge they love 
them is overstepping a profes-
sional boundary. Others are 
neutral. Whatever the stance, 
the common ground lies in the 
fact the children deserve to 
know that they are safe, cared 
for, and yes, even loved. Per-
haps this is shown with a hug, 
a gift, a meal, or a note. Or per-
haps you just say it, those three 
little words: “I love you”.

It sounds simple, right? But for 
some nannies, “just saying it” 
isn’t really an option. A jealous 
MomBoss who fears her child 
will become more attached to 
the caregiver could frighten 
a nanny into repressing her 
warmth. In such situations, 
what’s right, what’s wrong, and 
what’s the nanny who inds her-
self in this tangled-up dilemma 
to do?

Charlotte Hilliker, a veteran in 
the Pennsylvania nanny indus-
try, says it. She inds herself 
expressing her love for charges 
more openly and frequently 
when the charges are young. 

Leila Kubli, a nanny in Arkan-
sas, says it too. She says that 
she takes every opportunity 
she gets to tell her charges that 
she loves them. “It’s import-

ant to me that if anything ever 

happened, that’s one of the 

last things they would’ve heard 

from me.”

So does Meghan Winner, a 

New Jersey nanny, but she has 

never done so speciically in 
front of the parents. “I always 

felt I would be offending them 

somehow.”

What do some parents have to 

say?

Renita Duncan, a mom to one, 

says that she prefers that her 

daughter not “routinely end the 

day with ‘I love yous’ to her 
teacher.” Instead she prefers 

the sentiment “see you later” 

to limit confusion. Her husband 

Derek says that he doesn’t 

mind unless he were to see his 

daughter getting too attached. 

Three Not-So-Little Words
by keyanna barr, photography by amanda pfeiffer.

Kara Braudis, a mother of two, 
agrees and says that while it 
is nice for her boys to know “a 
broad circle of love, it can be 
confusing when the relationship 
has to end.” 

When children are newly ver-
bal, it’s possible that the irst 
time they use words to express 
love will not be to a parent.

Jamie Pruitt, a mom of one 
from Illinois, offers another per-
spective. She says, “you want 
your caregiver to love your 
child, but saying it is something 
different. I can’t put my inger 
on it but it just is. In my heart 
when I hear you say ‘I love you’ 
to my child, and especially if 
she says it back, a little bit of 
Momma Bear kicks in.”

Tara Lukehart, a mom of one, 

says that the irst time she 
heard her son say “I love you” 
to his caregiver it didn’t shock 
her. “It made me jealous for 
about a minute, but it showed 
me that he felt safe and loved. 
It assured me that he was in 
the best hands possible when I 
can’t be there.”

Kasi Mousadakos, a mother 
of two, says she thinks that it’s 
“natural” for her girls to express 
love to their caregivers, “es-
pecially since they spend so 
much time with them and form 
a bond.”

Kim Proctor, mom to one, 
agrees. She says it’s “comfort-
ing to know that he loves his 
caregiver. To me it means he is 
happy.”

As Winner stated, “everyone 

needs to know they are loved.” 
Perhaps how they come to 
know that love isn’t what we 
should be worried about at all. 

It is likely that a inite answer 
to this conundrum will nev-
er be agreed upon, but most 
people will agree on one thing. 
We need love. All of us. Love 
matters. Love wins. Love never 
fails. All you need is love. 

The dilemma here? Who 
should be telling children that 
they love them and who should 
not? Where do you stand on 
this issue? Would you ever 
say “I love you” to your charge 
in front of your employer? 
How would you respond if you 
sensed jealousy from your 
boss? These questions aren’t 
so easily answered, are they?
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Do New Year’s 

Resolutions 

Weaken Your 

Resolve?

A clear look at new year’s resolutions and how you can 

make them last all year 

by rebecca kujawski.

photography by mackenzie keough and crystal brisbin

Everyone around you is shouting, “Nine! Eight! Seven! Six!...” and as you raise your champagne 
glass to the New Year and kiss your partner, you can’t help but think that this year is going to be 
different. 

Never mind that for the past four years you’ve made the same resolutions over and over again—to 
lose those pesky ten pounds, to start getting more fruit in your diet, to read more books, and to call 
your grandmother in Florida more—with no success. This year you’re convinced that you’ll join that 
gym and buy apples at the supermarket, following through on all the promises you make to yourself 
at midnight. But will you? 

In order to solve this conundrum, Nanny Magazine asked experts from all over the country to ind 
out the best ways to be the happiest, healthiest you, not just this January, but for all twelve months 
of the year.

Resolve to Keep your Resolve!

“From what I see from my clients, people don’t 
follow through with resolutions,” says Dr. Lisa 
Kaplin, Psy.D, a certiied women’s life coach 
from Chicago who runs several programs to 
help women stay strong and inspired. Many 
times, when someone makes resolutions for 
themselves, there is no sense of urgency. We 
want to write a novel, for example, but not right 
now. We constantly make excuses for ourselves, 
and the resolutions we wrote down in our 
notebooks stay there and don’t translate into our 
lives.

So how do you get yourself to follow through? 
“Get really clear on why you want this goal,” 
says Dr. Kaplin, “Set up small, manageable 
steps to work toward that goal and tackle it one 
piece at a time.” 

Motivation is the key here. If you want to get it 
but have no motivation to get off the couch, then 
healthier habits are unlikely to form. If you would 
like to quit smoking, but your health just doesn’t 
matter that much to you, then you’re going to 
have a hard time inding a reason not to buy that 
next pack of cigarettes. Keep your motivation 
close to your heart because without it change is 
unlikely to happen.

Imagine this scenario. You’ve been sawing away 
on that elliptical at the gym for three weeks now, 
and you’re feeling spectacular! That means you 
can take a break for a week, right? So you go 
home, eat macaroni and cheese, and watch 
Sex in the City reruns. It happens to the best 
of us. We tend to feel like we’ve been working 
ourselves so hard that we deserve a break from 
our new goal. The sad news is that we won’t be 
able to pick up right where we left off most of the 
time. Resolutions are hard work, and mac and 
cheese is much easier. 
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Resolve to Be Emotionally 
Smart

It surely doesn’t help that 
we make these New Year’s 
resolutions during the darkest, 
dreariest days of the year. 
People in the winter often 
become drowsy, unmotivated, 
and feel down in the dumps. 
How can we hope to keep 
our resolutions when we’re 
struggling to wake up in the 
morning? Kaplin gave us some 
tips on how to stay emotionally 
strong throughout the winter. 

“The best way to combat the 
winter blues is to get up, get 
dressed, and get out,” she 
says. Kaplin herlsef is familiar 
with the long, cold Chicago 
winters. “A lot of mothers and 
caregivers will stay in pajama-
like clothes, but when we dress 
down, it makes us feel tired. 
Take a shower, brush your hair, 
take care of yourself. Stay on 
a schedule. Take walks, get 
exercise, and meditate. Do 
anything that helps reduce 
stress and increase dopamine 

in order to feel better and gain 
more energy.” 

Kaplin reminds us of the all-too-
common situation of wintertime 
depression, also known as 
seasonal affective disorder. 
Although sometimes exposure 
to sunshine can help improve 
your mood, it is imperative that 
you talk to a doctor if you are 
feeling especially groggy during 
the winter months to i gure 
out what the necessary steps 
are toward optimal emotional 
health.

The winter blues aren’t the only 
emotional factors that we deal 
with throughout the year. As 
childcare providers, nannies 
are often deeply emotionally 
involved in their work. How can 
you make sure that you stay 
emotionally in tune throughout 
the year? 

“Women are notorious for 
feeling like they’re never good 
enough and experiencing guilt,” 
says Kaplin. “Functional guilt 
is when we feel guilty about 
something we can change. 
It’s important to change what 

you can and to let go of what 
bothers you and what you 
don’t have control over. Maybe 
we feel guilty that we can’t 
see our parents enough, but 
we can’t do anything about it. 
Dysfunctional guilt is feeling 
bad over something you can’t 
control. For example, you might 
feel guilty that the child you 
nanny was crying when you left 
work today, but there’s nothing 
you can do about it.” 

At times, guilt can be a call to 
action and to change what we 
must in our lives. Other times, 
we experience guilt that we 
can’t do anything about, and 
Kaplin reminds us to just let go. 
Perhaps that could be a New 
Year’s resolution for childcare 
providers. You will experience 
guilt when your charges throw 
a temper tantrum or when 
you rel ect back on something 
you could have done better at 
work. However, it is imperative 
to focus on the positive and 
disregard the negative self-talk 
that gets you down.
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Kaplin i nds another very 
common emotional issue in 
women: the inability to say “no” 
and set limits. Many caregivers 
have the tendency to put 
everyone else i rst, making 
them miserable, when in fact, 
if you want to be take better 
care of other people, you need 
to also be able to take care of 
yourself.

“The key is setting limits,” 
says Kaplin. “Weigh out what 
it will cost to say yes and what 
the benei ts are of saying no. 
We want people to like us, 
but trying to please everyone 
makes us overwhelmed and 
resentful. We’re not doing 
them or ourselves any favors.” 

So nannies, for 2014, resolve 
to set limits, whether it’s in 
defense of your valuable 
free time, your wallet, or your 
happiness. 

Resolve to Be Money Smart

The paycheck is important, 
but most nannies aren’t in the 
i eld for the money. Nannies 
are a group of people who 
love their jobs, but let’s face 
it, the childcare profession 
has never been near the top 
of the list of careers with high 
pay. This being the case, 
how can nannies resolve to 
be money smart this year? 
Nanny Magazine consulted 
Kathleen Webb, a household 
employment tax expert tax 
expert, i nancial advisor, and 
president and cofounder 
of HomeWork Solutions, a 
company that provides payroll 
and tax services to families 
employing household workers. 

“First of all, everyone should 
save something from every 
paycheck,” says Webb. “The 
easiest way to do this is to set 
up a separate savings account 
and have some i nite amount 
of every paycheck deposited 
there every payroll.” Whether 
it’s $25 a week or $200, Webb 
urges nannies to pick a number 
and just do it. 

“Hand in hand with this ‘pay 
yourself i rst’ philosophy is 
that you must live within your 
means. Credit card debt, 
excessive car payments, or 
other debt must be avoided at 
all costs. One might want the 
latest iPhone, but do you need 

it? Ditto those fabulous shoes, 
that new camera, and all the 
other things the popular media 
spends billions in advertising 
trying to convince us to 
spend money on.” The fact of 
the matter is that we are all 
tempted to buy things that we 
don’t actually need with money 
we don’t have, but it’s important 
to stay away from the trap of 
materialism this year. Your 
wallet will thank you. 

Webb also has cautionary 
advice for nannies who are 
being paid under the table, 
a situation that she urges 
all nannies to avoid if they 
can. “Accepting a job under 
the table is always a losing 
proposition for a nanny, no 
matter the temptation of a tax-
free income,” she says. “The 
obvious loss is the benei t of 
unemployment insurance when 
the job ends.”

Getting paid under the table 
also impacts nannies in less 
obvious ways. “The availability 

New Years Resolutions from Real 
Nannies

“I don’t make New Year’s 
resolutions. I think that if you 
want to change something 
in your life, then just work 
on it all year long. Why just 
start doing it at New Year’s?”            
Angela from Ohio

“My resolutions for 2014 will 
be to have more personal 
time, saying no to people, 
and reading my Bible fully.”        
Kate from Australia 

“Every year since I can 
remember, my New Year’s 
resolution seemed to be the 
same as everyone else’s: “lose 
weight”. However, last year, 
my resolution was different. 
It was to “have more joy”. I 
am still trying to keep it. Let’s 
face it, sometimes being more 
joyful is difi cult. I think it’ll be 
a continual process that lasts 
far beyond the New Year.”  
Chelsea from Pennsylvania

“My New Year’s resolution will 
dei nitely be to actively explore 
my interests and hobbies. I 
want to get certii ed in more 
areas that I am interested in, 
such as cosmetology school 
or becoming a licensed 
astrologist. Last year, my 
resolution was to have better 
eating habits such as ordering 
less when out and practicing 
clean eating. I lost 15 pounds!” 
Amanda from New Jersey
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of credit for larger 
purchases and the 
interest rate you pay 
for that credit are a 
factor of both your 
income and your 
i nancial history,” says 
Webb. When it looks 
on paper like you 
haven’t had a job, it 
isn’t going to be fun 
for you to try to buy 
a house or get a new 
car. Stuck in a situation 
in which you’re being 
paid under the table? 
Perhaps claiming taxes 
will be on your list of 
resolutions this year. 

“Sadly, changing this 
situation almost always 
involves changing 
jobs,” says Webb, 
“and i nding a family 
that shares your 
priorities.” Without a 
doubt, many nannies 
will i nd themselves 
wanting to transition 

to being paid on the 
books, but isn’t that 
what the New Year is 
about anyway? Maybe 
it won’t be such a bad 
thing to have a change 
of pace, especially if it 
means protecting your 
i nancial stability. 

“Anyone who is 
willing to invest the 
emotional energy and 
i scal discipline to 
build i nancial equity 
and who takes the 
necessary actions to 
live a healthy lifestyle 
will be well prepared to 
deal with life’s i nancial 
curveballs,” says 
Webb. For those of us 
whose wallets need 
a little tender loving 
care, the year 2014 is 
a perfect time to start 
i nancially preparing 
for the future. 

Whether your focus 

More Resolutions From Real 
Nannies

“Last year I didn’t 
have any resolutions. 
I’ve been so bad at 
keeping them in the 
past that I opted out. 
Whenever I make 
resolutions, they’re 
typically consistent 
from year to year, 
which I’m thinking 
means that I’m not 
great at keeping them!” 
Liz from New York

“Last year, my New 
Year’s resolution was 
to get back in school 
and focus hard on 
my studies and make 
good grades while still 
being a nanny.  I had 
to take online and night 
classes, but I came out 
with all A’s and B’s!”                    
Jessica from South 
Carolina

this New Year will be 
on health, wellness, or 
what’s in your wallet, 
one thing is for certain: 
instead of writing 
down a list of New 
Year’s resolutions in 
a notebook that you’ll 
barely consult, form 
daily habits that are 
sure to change your 
life one day at a time. 

Even if you do falter 
on your New Year’s 
resolutions again this 
year, it’s never too 
late. Starting some 
new goals in the 
middle of July? That’s 
okay! The rules are an 
illusion anyways. 
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Ask an Agency

Mimi Brady of Westside Nannies
Mimi Brady, Director of Westside Nannies in San Francisco, weighs in on difi cult families, unreal-

istic expectations, and mental health screenings. 

Q. Do you ever turn potential 

family clients away if you 

feel would be difficult to 

work for?

A. This is something we get 

asked a lot! Plain and simple, 

the answer is no. Why? Be-

cause what may seem like a 

“difi cult” family to one nanny 
might be the perfect family for 

another. And as agents, it is our 

job and belief that there is the 

perfect nanny for every family, 

and the perfect family for every 

nanny. Sometimes we place 

jobs that are demanding in 

terms of hours, travel, and gen-

eral duties, but we are always 

up front with candidates that 

the job itself may be difi cult. 
Our goal is to i nd our nannies 
career-level positions, to i nd 
our clients career-oriented nan-

nies, and to leave any opinions 

or judgments at the door!

Q. Do you screen families for 

physical and mental health 

in a similar way in which you 

screen nannies?

A. We screen neither candi-
dates nor clients for physical 
or mental health; screenings 
of such sort are illegal on both 
ends. That is, we are not able 
to ask a candidate about phys-
ical health or if they have any 
medical conditions, nor can 
we ask them for a mental or 
psychological evaluation. We 
do, however, run background 
checks, call references, and 
require all of our placed nanny 
candidates to be i ngerprinted 
through a state program called 
Trustline. We screen our clients 
through extensive placement 
consultations to understand 
each family’s situation and 
needs, and we seek to learn 
what the family’s history has 
been with past nannies or 
household employees.  

Q. Do you find that it is more 

often the nannies or the 

families who have unrealistic 

expectations?

A. In truth, it’s a 50/50 split. We 

are fortunate to predominate-

ly work with both candidates 

and clients who have realistic 

expectations or are happy to 

listen to our advice in order to 

optimize the search process. 

However, when we do come 

across unrealistic expectations, 

it comes from both sides of the 

fence. For example, a client 

may assume that a nanny is 

willing to work many more 

hours per week than a single 

person can handle long term, 

or a nanny may expect that 

she will earn a much higher 

rate than what the market will 

allow. In either of these cas-

es, it is our goal as agents to 

communicate the facts of the 

matter in the most positive and 

effective manner and to redirect 

expectations to help everyone 

accomplish their goals and i nd 
the most suitable i t!
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Do you have a question you want to ask an agency? 

Email info@nannymag.com.
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Manny Column

Mannies and Models and 

the Media, Oh My!

by richard Barclay, photography by Missy conroy, modeled by kyle conroy.
When I initially decided to become a manny, it was often greeted by a few laughs and surprise 
by friends and family. Most of my male friends couldn’t understand why. “Why would you want to 
look after children? It’s a female’s job.” However, having spent over a decade in the male nanny 
industry, I have seen a tremendous growth in the number of mannies in the city, and the mockery 
and laughter of others soon faded after GQ voted the male nanny eighth in their “10 Sexiest Jobs 
Ever for Men”. Mannying is more acceptable now than it ever has been before.

Despite what anyone may have thought about my professional 
choice, I loved my job. I landed on my feet for my i rst position, 
working with two boys (6 and 8), sons of a famous actress. 
My role was very much what I expected, getting the kids up 
for school and helping make breakfast and walking them 
to school and whatnot. I would return home and help with 
housework and cleaning, the normal everyday stuff. I would 
get a bit of time to myself some days and go to the gym. At 
3:00, I would pick the boys up from school and we would do 
their homework i rst and then we would go to the park and play 
football or have a bike ride. On our return I would make them 
a quick dinner, always organic. The boys would then share a 
quick bath, brush their teeth, and settle down for bed when 
their parents would read them a story. It was a very relaxed 
atmosphere and the boys were always smiling, very polite, 
and calm. I loved this job and was very sad to leave when 
after a year they left London to move to Los Angeles.

In 2008, many years after leaving my beloved i rst position, I 
started Manny Poppins, a male nanny agency in London. Over 
the years we have found that a lot of families in London can be 
a little prejudiced: the sporty, i t, good-looking guys get snapped 
up instantly. It’s quite fashionable to have a young good-looking 
guy pick the kids up from school. A few of our mannies are 
part-time models as well in addition to being mannies. Many 
of them have worked for brands such as Abercrombie & Fitch. 
This seems to work in their favor; we have no problem i nding 
jobs for them. I think that part of the reasoning behind this is that 
if someone is seen to be physically strong and leads a health-
conscious lifestyle then it gives the parents peace of mind that 
their child is in strong, safe hands if anything bad were to occur. 

Parents are also keen to 
encourage their children to 
stick to the ever-increasing 
organic lifestyle of eating 
whole foods and getting 
plenty of exercise. Despite 
the potential prejudice on 
the part of families, we at the 
agency treat all male nannies 
the same and are strongly 
against discrimination; if the 
personality, qualii cations, 
and references match our 
requirements, then Manny 
Poppins welcomes them 
on our books. However, 
the inclination to choose a 
handsome and i t male nanny 
(with all the right childcare 
attributes, of course) only 
seems to be becoming more 
prominent in London.

It almost seems like your 
average manny can’t win. 
Male nannies have it rough 
initially for choosing to work 
in a female-dominated i eld, 
and once they’ve overcome 
the obstacles imposed on 
them by their family and 
friends, they need to worry 
about the prejudices of the 
potential Manny Family hiring 
them based on their looks or 
physique rather than their 
qualii cations. Despite this 
prejudice within prejudice, 
Manny Poppins seeks to 
ensure that all of our mannies 
are fairly represented and 
cared for, and we are eager 
to see the manny industry 
grow and begin to establish 
the respect it deserves.
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When you sign up to be a nanny, it’s the only job 
you go into where the ultimate promotion is being 
let go because you’re no longer needed. If you’ve 
done your job well, that is. And anyone who’s ever 
been a nanny for any signiicant amount of time 
knows that you simply can’t do the job well with-
out investing your time, your energy, your talent, 
and most importantly, your heart.

But putting your heart into your work isn’t such a 
new concept and it’s not one unique to nannies. 
Consider Michelangelo. You can’t look at the ceil-
ing of the Sistine Chapel and not see his heart 
poured out in paint. And you can’t read Christo-
pher Marlowe’s “A Red, Red Rose” without feel-
ing his heart beat for the one he adores. 

These creations are expressions of the creator’s 
love, without question, and they’ve become gifts 
to the world. It’s not so different from the children 
nannies care for, in a way: creations born out of 

expressions of love, gifts given for the world to 
admire.

But unlike these masterpieces, the children nan-
nies care for are living, breathing beings and they 
love back. 

And they are not the nanny’s creation. 

Is Loving Someone Else’s Child Really 

Possible?

Sure, people love the works of a great artist, but 
can they love the artist’s creation as much as the 
artist himself does?  

There are different types of love: agape (uncon-
ditional love), philea (friendship), eros (romantic 
love), and storge (familial love). But can any of 
these types of love be measured? Does it have 

Loving a Child Who Is 

Not Your Own 

By Michelle LaRowe, photography by rachel mason and becca duval.
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to be?  

A biological mother loves her 
biological children. The birth of 
the child doesn’t deine or cause 
the love; the love lows natural-
ly from the parents’ hearts and 
they choose to embrace it.

The adopted mother loves her 
adopted children. A piece of pa-
per doesn’t deine or cause the 
love; it lows naturally from the 
parents’ hearts and they choose 
to embrace it.

The nanny loves the children she 
cares for. A paycheck doesn’t 
deine or cause the love; it lows 
naturally from her caregiver’s 
heart and that person chooses 
to embrace it.

Love isn’t measured by miles. 

There’s enough to go around. 

And love isn’t required. It’s a 

choice. 

Colleen Jones, an occupational 

therapist in a small-town public 
school system, former nanny, 
and mom to three boys adopted 
from Ethiopia deines the love 
she has for her children as be-
ing the same kind of love she 
has for her biological family.   

But for some people, loving oth-
er people’s children may not 
come so easily. “Some people 
may not have the capacity to 
love and care for other people’s 
children. I love the children I 
nannied for. I love the children 
in my school. It’s just different, 
mostly because of the long-term 
responsibility. I think some peo-
ple are just capable of loving all 
children and others really just 
aren’t,” Jones says. 

And that’s what makes nannies 
different. Good nannies have 
the capacity to love children and 
the desire to put that love into 
practice. While it takes more 
than the love of children to be a 
good nanny, that’s just where it 

all starts.

Getting Paid to Love 

All parents want their children 
to be well cared for. One of the 
things parents want most is to 
have a caregiver who is excit-
ed about spending time with 
their child. And that excitement 
is something that good nannies 
can’t fake. 

No nanny shuts her love off 
for the children when she’s off 
duty. In fact, nannies go on to 
love the children they’ve cared 
for long after they’ve left a posi-
tion. You either love the children 
or you don’t, and when you do, 
that love is long lasting and far 
reaching. 

“When you shut the lights off 
at the end of the day you don’t 
turn your heart off too,” said 
nanny Gael Ann Dow, a Mas-
sachusetts live-in nanny with 
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over 28 years of expe-
rience. After spending 
8 years with one family 
in a position that ended 
in 1998, she still cel-
ebrates holidays with 
her former charges. 
“I’ve spent 22 years 
celebrating Christmas 
with their family, more 
Christmases then I’ve 
spent celebrating with 
my own. Over the years 
I went from nanny, to 
favorite aunt, to friend. 
We have grown like a 
family and I love them 
like my own.”

Dealing with Parental   

Jealousy

Children and nannies who share 
a healthy long-term relationship 
have something important in 
common. They have parents 
who welcome their nannies into 
their family and encourage the 
development of a healthy bond. 
“Parents deserve credit for set-
ting their hearts aside and al-
lowing other people to love their 
children” Dow says.

Dr. Jeanne Segal, author of 
The Language of Emotional 

Intelligence and cocreator of           
www.helpguide.org, seems to 
agree that welcoming their nan-
nies into their family and encour-
aging them form a healthy bond 
with their children is import-
ant. In a recent interview with 
www.eNannysource.com, she 
shared that parents should not 
be threatened by the bond chil-

dren and their nannies share. 
She says that they should thank 
their lucky stars that their nanny 
is helping to create a loving hu-
man being out of their child.

But sometimes dealing with jeal-
ousy is easier said than done.

“You can call it jealousy or you 
can call it insecurity. A new mom 
who is not really 100% sure of 
what she’s doing can be intim-
idated by an experienced nan-
ny who can come in, take over, 
and have all the answers,” says 
Glenda Propst, 1991 Interna-
tional Nanny Association (INA) 
Nanny of the Year and founder 
of Nanny Transitions, a support 
network dedicated to helping 
nannies through the transition 
of leaving a family.

“Every woman and every mom 
is different, but in every posi-
tion there is a line that nannies 
can step over from doing the 
job to threatening the mother’s 

role. With experience, nannies 

learn the boundaries, learn how 

to gauge mom’s reaction, and 

learn to develop a gentle ap-

proach,” says Propst. 

Broaching the topic of jealous-

ly during the interview can also 

help to get parents thinking 

ahead and help to set the tone 

for the relationship. A mom who 

doesn’t really want to go back to 

work but feels she needs to in 

order to stay in her career may 

feel resentful of the time her 

nanny spends with her child and 

may be more threatened by her 

nanny than a mom who knows 

going back to work will make 

her a better mom,” Propst says. 

“When parents are presented 

with the opportunity to explore 

their feelings it gives them a 

chance to think about how they 

may feel rather than simply re-

acting when they experience a 

new feeling.”
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jealous too. “Sometimes nan-
nies spend so much time with 
the children they desire to be 
loved more,” cautions Marcia 
Hall, 2011 INA Nanny of the 
Year, adoptive and foster mom, 
and owner of Strong Roots Fam-
ily Coaching. “A nanny’s role is 
really to encourage the parent 
relationship and to reassure the 
parents that she wants what is 
best for the child, and that loving 
her parents most is best,” she 
continues. 

“And it’s okay for moms to be 
jealous. As a mom, I know it’s 
normal. Nannies can help ease 
feeling of jealousy by encourag-

ing the parental relationship and 
by helping moms to feel coni-
dent.”

Propst agrees. “Asking the mom 
how she thinks a problem should 
be solved and presenting pos-
sible solutions using resources 
like articles can help parents to 
feel more involved and secure 
in the role.” Sometimes it’s eas-
ier for a mom to swallow advice 
given in an article than spouted 
from the mouth of a nanny who 
appears to have all the answers.  

Nanny Turned Mom

The art of being a nanny is lov-
ing the children like they are 

your own while knowing that 
they aren’t. 

“As a nanny you learn how 
much you can love the children 
in your care without being dev-
astated when the job inevitably 
ends. I still think of those kids as 
‘my kids’ but now I have my own 
family, so it’s a bit different,” Hall 
says. 

“I certainly love the children I’ve 
worked with, but being a mom is 
different. I can give my own chil-
dren every single ounce of en-
ergy because I know they won’t 
be leaving me.”
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The Diaper Bag

In this edition of The Diaper 
Bag, we sneak a peak into 
Caitlyn’s bag. Caitlyn is in 
her second year as an early 
childhood education student at 
University of Missouri Kansas 
City. She is a nanny for 8 chil-
dren split between two families. 
Balancing her role as a student 
with her role as an active nanny 
and babysitter is sometimes a 

Do you want your superstar nanny bag featured in an upcoming issue? 
Email info@nannymag.com to i nd out how!

Kansas City nany Caitlyn Dunsford 

is a full-time   college student 

with a   hectic schedule. Her days 

are full of running around campus, 

chasing kiddos, and doing homework. 

Find out what life-saving goodies 

she stashes in her diaper bag that 

she couldn’t live without!

challenge, but one thing Caitlyn 
knows for sure is that her nan-
ny bag, a Baggu Duck bag, can 
totally come in handy both in 
the classroom and on the job.

“My nanny bag is really import-
ant to me because it allows 
me to be completely prepared 
wherever I go,” Caitlin says. 
Thanks to balancing in her 

career with running around 
campus, cramming for exams, 
and squeezing in homework, 
Caitlin knows what it’s like to be 
busy and how important being 
prepared can be to alleviate the 
stress of any curveballs life is 
known to throw. “I feel so much 
more organized when all of 
my important things are in the 
same place!” she says

MUST-HAVE TOILETRIES
One of the families Caitlyn works for has a pool, 

and she work long hours. These health and 
beauty essentials are clutch. Keep them in a 

plastic zipper bag for easy see-through organi-
zation.

1. Aleve
2. Secret Outlast Completely Clean Deoderant
3. Paul Mitchell Express Style Fast Form De-

frizzer
4. Hawaiian Tropic Silk Hydration Broad Spec-

trum SPF30

ON-THE-GO SNACKS
Being busy with schoolwork, running 

around campus, and juggling the 
schedules of two families means that 
packing snacks is the smart thing to 
do. Do what Caitlyn does and bring 
along snacks that are low in calories 
and high in i ber to satisfy you and 
your charges on those seemingly 

endless days. She also makes sure 
to avoid snacks that have nuts or 

any trace of nuts as many of the kids 
she works with have allergies. Keep 
this in mind when packing your own 

snacks! 

1. Apple and/or Orange
2. Cinnamon Chex

3. Welch’s Fruit Snacks
4. Water in Contigo Thermos

PRODUCTIVITY NECESSITIES
Caitlyn’s bag is as jam-packed 

as her schedule, so she carries a 
“Nanny Binder” at all times, com-

plete with her calendar, family 
proi les, release and consent forms, 

and time sheets to stay on track. 
Other must haves:

1.Spare phone charger for Galaxy 
4S

2. Kindle or a book for nap time
3. Pete the Cat Children’s Book

4. Library card

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

1.

1.

4.

4.

3.

2.
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